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1 Introduction
The construction of Feynman diagrams is the basic tool for the perturbative determination
of physical quantities in quantum field theories. Even so, a serious limitation of this
method is that the number of relevant diagrams increases rapidly with the perturbative
order of the quantum corrections or with the number of particles involved in the scattering
processes. Nevertheless, in some theories there occur large cancellations between different
diagrams that simplify the final results. The worldline formalism (WF) is an efficient
method for computing effective actions, scattering amplitudes and anomalies in quantum
field theory which explains some of these cancellations and shows many conceptual and
practical advantages in relation with the usual diagrammatic procedure [1, 2].
In the context of standard field theories, the WF can be used to study the heat-trace
and, consequently, the functional determinant of the differential operator whose spectrum
describes the quantum fluctuations. However, in noncommutative (NC) field theories [3, 4]
nonlocality implies that quantum fluctuations are no longer described by a differential
operator. Still, the WF has been recently applied to determine the Seeley-de Witt coef-
ficients in a simple NC model [5]. These coefficients exhibit some of the renormalization
peculiarities of NC theories, which are a consequence of the nonlocality of the interactions.
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In fact, it is well-known that the one-loop propagator for a massive scalar field with a
quartic self-interaction on the Moyal plane contains contributions — from high-energy vir-
tual excitations — which diverge for vanishing incoming momenta [6]. As a consequence,
one-loop corrections to the propagator lead to nonrenormalizable singularities when in-
serted in higher-loop graphs. In the heat-kernel approach this phenomenon — known as
UV/IR mixing and due to the contributions of non-planar Feynman diagrams — is related
to the existence of “Moyal nonlocal” Seeley-de Witt coefficients [7].
Some years after the discovery of the UV/IR mixing problem, H. Grosse and R. Wulken-
haar showed that renormalization can be restored by a proper modification of the free prop-
agator of the scalar field [8, 9]. This modification is implemented in the Grosse-Wulkenhaar
(GW) model by introducing a harmonic oscillator background, thus breaking translation
invariance but restoring Langmann-Szabo duality [10]. The resulting Lagrangian has been
interpreted as arising from the interaction with the curvature of a properly defined noncom-
mutative space [11]. The GW model has several remarkable renormalization properties:
it is renormalizable to all orders of perturbation theory [8, 9, 12] and it has a vanishing
β-function (at a self-dual fixed point) so it has no Landau ghost [13, 14]. Moreover, it is
equivalent — at the self-dual point and in the extreme noncommutativity/infinite volume
limit — to an exactly solvable and nontrivial matrix model [15]. As a consequence, it
stands as a promising framework for a full construction of an axiomatic field theory in
four dimensions1 [17]. Let us also mention that the flow of the GW model turned out to
be an interesting scenario for the functional renormalization group approach in which the
self-dual model can be studied without using any truncation [18].
In the present article we study the Grosse-Wulkenhaar model in the worldline approach.
Our purpose is to show that the WF can be applied to this NC model and our main result
is a master formula for the one-loop effective action from which the n-point Green function
can be recovered. From this formula the β-functions and the effective background are
readily obtained. Although the application of the WF to this nonlocal theory encounters
some issues which also appear in its application to field theories in curved spaces, its
implementation in the GW model does not face the same difficulties and is technically
more direct. Our approach can be applied to a scalar field with λφN? -type self-interaction
in d-dimensional NC spacetime but we expect that it could also be useful for computing
physical quantities in other types of nonlocal theories as well as in field theories with higher
derivatives.
The article is organized as follows. In section 2 we give our notation for the algebra
of functions on d-dimensional Euclidean Moyal spacetime, we present the GW model for
a real scalar field with a quartic self-interaction and we write down the one-loop effective
action in terms of the heat-trace of a nonlocal operator. In section 3 we compute this
heat-trace by using a representation in terms of a path integral in the phase space of a
point particle.
Afterwards, in section 4, we use our result for the heat-trace in order to present a
master formula — eq. (4.2) — for the effective action of the GW model. Then, as an
1Conditions under which this model could satisfy Osterwalder-Schrader axioms are analyzed in detail
in [16].
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application, we study the two- and four-point functions. In section 5, from planar and
non-planar contributions to the propagator, we obtain the field renormalization constant
and the frequency β-function and we write down the finite one-loop contributions to the
effective background. Next, in section 6, we study the four-point function in order to
determine the coupling constant β-function. The case of degenerate noncommutativity is
considered in section 7 in some detail. Finally, in section 8 we draw our conclusions and
in appendix A we show how the WF can also be used to compute local heat-kernels.
2 Moyal space and Grosse-Wulkenhaar model
A field theory on Euclidean Moyal spacetime can be formulated in terms of the Moyal
?-product, which is a nonlocal associative multiplication usually defined as
(φ ? ψ)(x) := ei ∂
φ
Θ∂
ψ
φ(x)ψ(x) . (2.1)
The scalar functions φ and ψ depend on x ∈ Rd; ∂φ and ∂ψ denote their gradients, re-
spectively.2 The real matrix Θ is skew-symmetric and characterizes the noncommutativity
of spacetime. According to expression (2.1) the commutator between coordinates reads
[xi, xj ]? = xi ? xj − xj ? xi = 2iΘij . The conditions under which the exponential in this
expression is well-defined are studied in [19].
In the following, up to section 7, we consider a non-degenerate matrix Θ; in conse-
quence, the dimension d of spacetime is even. Furthermore, the skew-symmetric matrix Θ
can be written — upon an appropriate rotation — in block-diagonal form as the direct sum
of d/2 skew-symmetric 2 × 2 matrices. This representation implies that noncommutative
Rd can be decomposed into d/2 noncommutative planes, that commute among themselves,
in each of which noncommutativity is represented by a real parameter. For simplicity, we
assume that these d/2 parameters coincide. As a consequence, Θ satisfies Θ2 = −θ2 1d,
where θ ∈ R is a single parameter that describes noncommutativity in Rd. An example of
the implications of different values of the noncommutativity in the d/2 planes is discussed
in section 8.
In terms of the Fourier transform F ,
φ˜(p) := F{φ}(p) =
∫
Rd
dx e−ipxφ(x) , (2.2)
the Moyal product reads
F{φ ? ψ}(p) =
∫
Rd
dp˜′ e−ipΘp
′
φ˜(p− p′)ψ˜(p′) , (2.3)
where3 dp˜′ := dp′/(2pi)d.
2To avoid cluttering, throughout this article we omit writing spacetime indices. Therefore, for any two
vectors u, v ∈ Rd we write uv to represent the usual scalar product ∑da=1 uava and for a given matrix
M ∈ Rd×d we write uMv := ∑da,b=1 Mabuavb. Also, when it leads to no confusion, we omit the arguments
of functions to ease the presentation.
3We will frequently use the following notation: a tilde on a function represents its Fourier transform F ,
whereas a tilde on a differential denotes a factor (2pi)−d.
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It is convenient to denote by L(φ) and R(φ) the left- and right-Moyal multiplication
by φ, that is
L(φ)ψ := φ ? ψ R(φ)ψ := ψ ? φ , (2.4)
which, after a Bopp shift, can be written as
L(φ)ψ(x) = φ(x+ iΘ∂)ψ(x) , (2.5)
R(φ)ψ(x) = φ(x− iΘ∂)ψ(x) . (2.6)
Let us now consider the GW model for a real scalar field φ on d-dimensional Euclidean
Moyal spacetime, which is defined by the Lagrangian4
L = 1
2
(∂φ)2 +
m2
2
φ2 +
ω2
2
x2φ2 +
λ
4!
φ4? , (2.7)
where φ4? := φ ? φ ? φ ? φ. The corresponding classical action is given by
S[φ] =
∫
Rd
dx
(
1
2
φGφ+
λ
4!
φ4?
)
, (2.8)
where
G := −∂2 +m2 + ω2x2 . (2.9)
The perturbative effective action, up to one-loop corrections, can be represented as
Γ[φ] = S[φ] +
1
2
log Det
{
δ2S
}
. (2.10)
The (kernel of the) operator δ2S is the second functional derivative of the action with
respect to the field. From eq. (2.8) one obtains
δ2S = G+
λ
3!
[
L(φ2?) +R(φ
2
?) + L(φ)R(φ)
]
= G+
λ
3!
[
φ2?(x+ iΘ∂) + φ
2
?(x− iΘ∂) + φ(x+ iΘ∂)φ(x− iΘ∂)
]
. (2.11)
A representation of the functional determinant in eq. (2.10) is given by the Schwinger
proper time approach, in which the one-loop corrections to the effective action are deter-
mined by the heat-trace of the operator δ2S
Γ[φ] = S[φ]− 1
2
∫ ∞
0
dβ
β
Tr e−β{δ2S} . (2.12)
In this formulation the UV-divergencies of one-loop Feynman diagrams arise from the
divergence of the integral in eq. (2.12) at β → 0.
In the next section we compute the heat-trace in eq. (2.12) by using path integrals in
the phase space R2d of a point particle. However, we will establish results which are valid
for more general nonlocal operators.
4We use the parameter ω which is related by ω θ = Ω to the usual parameter Ω present in the original
GW Lagrangian [8].
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3 The heat-trace of a nonlocal operator
In this section, instead of considering the operator δ2S given by eq. (2.11), we study the
heat-trace of the more general nonlocal operator
H := −∂2 +m2 + ω2x2 + V (x,−i∂) . (3.1)
The operator H acts on functions of x ∈ Rd. The nonlocal operator V is at this point
arbitrary and will be later chosen to be the nonlocal part of δ2S.
The main idea of the WF is to interpret the heat-operator e−βH as the evolution
operator, in Euclidean time β, of a quantum point particle moving on Rd subject to the
(nonlocal) Hamiltonian H. Consequently, the heat-operator can be studied using the path
integral methods of quantum mechanics. However, since the Hamiltonian given by eq. (3.1)
is nonlocal, path integration must be implemented in phase space. In particular, since we
are interested in the trace of the heat-operator we integrate on periodic trajectories in phase
space. The usual discretization of these trajectories leads to the following path integral
representation of the heat-trace
Tr e−βH = e−βm
2N (β)
∫
Dq(t)Dp(t) e−S[q(t),p(t)] e−β
∫ 1
0 dt VW (
√
βq(t),p(t)/
√
β) , (3.2)
where
S[q(t), p(t)] :=
∫ 1
0
dt
{
p(t)2 − ip(t)q˙(t) + ω2β2q(t)2} (3.3)
is the Euclidean action of a harmonic oscillator in phase space R2d.
A few remarks are now in order. Firstly, note that we have made the following rescaling
in the usual variables of the path integral: t → βt, q(t) → √βq(t) and p(t) → p(t)/√β so
that the trajectories q(t), p(t) and the parameter t are now dimensionless quantities. The
normalization constant N (β) eventually accounts for this rescaling and will be determined
later.
According to the midpoint prescription for path integrals, the function VW is obtained
by replacing the operators x and −i∂ by √βq(t) and p(t)/√β, respectively, in the Weyl
ordered expression of the operator V (x,−i∂). This means that we must first symmetrize
the nonlocal operator V (x,−i∂) with respect to x and −i∂ before inserting the trajectories
q(t), p(t). Nevertheless, an explicit calculation shows that in the case of the operator δ2S
given by eq. (2.11), the corresponding nonlocal operator can be cast into its Weyl form
without the introduction of any extra term [5].
Finally, the path integral in expression (3.2) is performed on periodic trajectories
q(t), p(t), i.e., q(0) = q(1) and p(0) = p(1). As we mentioned, this boundary conditions
are needed in order to obtain the trace of the heat-operator e−βH . If one were interested
in the heat-kernel 〈x′|e−βH |x〉, then one should integrate on trajectories whose projection
in configuration space satisfy the boundary conditions5 q(0) = x and q(1) = x′. Of course,
making x = x′ and integrating over x would provide the heat-trace. However, for the
5An example of this kind of calculation can be found in appendix A.
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calculation of the effective action the consideration of periodic boundary conditions will
suffice.
As is usual, we denote the expectation value of a functional f [q(t), p(t)] as
〈f [q(t), p(t)]〉 := Z(ωβ)−1
∫
Dq(t)Dp(t) e−S[q(t),p(t)]f [q(t), p(t)] , (3.4)
where we define
Z(ωβ) :=
∫
Dq(t)Dp(t) e−S[q(t),p(t)] , (3.5)
so that 〈1〉 = 1.
As before, trajectories q(t), p(t) in expressions (3.4) and (3.5) satisfy periodic conditions
at the boundaries t = 0 and t = 1. Using definition (3.4) the heat-trace in eq. (3.2) takes
the simplified form
Tr e−βH = e−βm
2N (β)Z(ωβ)
〈
e−β
∫ 1
0 dt VW (
√
βq(t),p(t)/
√
β)
〉
. (3.6)
The normalization constant N (β)Z(ωβ) can be readily determined from the well-known
heat-trace of the d-dimensional harmonic oscillator. Indeed, if we put m2 = VW = 0 in
eq. (3.6) we get
Tr e−β{−∂
2+ω2x2} = N (β)Z(ωβ) =
( ∞∑
n=0
e−2βω(n+1/2)
)d
=
1
(2 sinhωβ)d
. (3.7)
Next, we make an expansion of expression (3.6) in powers of the function VW ; this corre-
sponds to an expansion in the number of vertices of the Feynman diagrams in a perturbative
calculation of the one-loop effective action. If we introduce the Fourier transform V˜W (·, ·)
of VW (·, ·) with respect to both of its arguments we finally get
Tr e−βH =
e−βm2
(2 sinhωβ)d
∞∑
n=0
(−β)n
∫
R2d
dσ˜1dξ˜1 . . .
∫
R2d
dσ˜ndξ˜n×
× V˜W (σ1, ξ1) . . . V˜W (σn, ξn)×K(n)β (σ1, . . . , σn; ξ1, . . . , ξn) , (3.8)
where we have defined, for n ≥ 1,
K
(n)
β (σ1, . . . , σn; ξ1, . . . , ξn) =
∫ 1
0
dt1 . . .
∫ tn−1
0
dtn
〈
ei
∫ 1
0 dt {kn(t)p(t)+jn(t)q(t)}
〉
(3.9)
and
kn(t) := β
−1/2
n∑
i=1
δ(t− ti) ξi , (3.10)
jn(t) := β
1/2
n∑
i=1
δ(t− ti)σi . (3.11)
In expression (3.8) the term given by n = 0 in the sum equals 1. The expectation value
that determines K
(n)
β in eq. (3.9) can be computed using the standard techniques for path
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integrals defined by a Gaussian measure. Indeed, the quadratic action of the point particle
defined in eq. (3.3) can be written as
S[q(t), p(t)] = 1
2
∫ 1
0
dt
(
p(t) q(t)
)
D
(
p(t)
q(t)
)
, (3.12)
where the self-adjoint differential operator D is given by
D :=
(
2 −i∂t
i∂t 2ω
2β2
)
. (3.13)
The expectation value in expression (3.9) is now computed by the usual procedure of
completing squares in the path integral. The result reads〈
ei
∫ 1
0 dt{kn(t)p(t)+jn(t)q(t)}
〉
= exp
{
−1
2
∫ 1
0
dt
∫ 1
0
dt′
(
kn(t) jn(t)
)
G(t− t′)
(
kn(t
′)
jn(t
′)
)}
,
(3.14)
where G(t− t′) — the kernel of the inverse operator D−1 — is given by
G(∆) =
1
2 sinhωβ
(
ωβ cosh [ωβ(2|∆| − 1)] i (∆) sinh [ωβ(2|∆| − 1)]
−i (∆) sinh [ωβ(2|∆| − 1)] 1ωβ cosh [ωβ(2|∆| − 1)]
)
; (3.15)
the sign function (·) is ±1 if its argument is positive or negative, respectively. The kernel
G(t − t′) is symmetric and, as expected for periodic trajectories, depends only on the
difference ∆ := t− t′.
Replacing the sources kn(t), jn(t), given by eqs. (3.10) and (3.11), into eq. (3.14) we
obtain
K
(n)
β (σ1, . . . , σn; ξ1, . . . , ξn) =
e
− 1
4ω tanhωβ
∑
i
(ω2ξ2i+σ
2
i )
∫ 1
0
dt1 . . .
∫ tn−1
0
dtn ×
× e
− 1
2ω sinhωβ
∑
i<j
{cosh [ωβ(2|ti−tj |−1)] (ω2ξiξj+σiσj)+iω sinh [ωβ(2|ti−tj |−1)] (ξiσj−ξjσi)}
, (3.16)
where the indices i, j run from 1 to n. This result, replaced in expression (3.8), gives the
heat-trace of the nonlocal operator given by eq. (3.1).
4 Effective action of the Grosse-Wulkenhaar model
In the previous section we computed the heat-trace of the nonlocal operator given by
eq. (3.1) in terms of an expansion in powers of V . In this section we will use this expansion
to compute the effective action — given by eq. (2.12) — of a real scalar field on Moyal
spacetime with a quartic self-interaction and a harmonic oscillator background. Comparing
expressions (2.11) and (3.1) we obtain for the corresponding function VW in phase space
VW (x, p) =
λ
3!
[
φ2?(x−Θp) + φ2?(x+ Θp) + φ(x−Θp)φ(x+ Θp)
]
. (4.1)
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As already mentioned, expression (4.1) is justified by the fact that any operator that is
a function of x + iΘ∂ and x − iΘ∂ can be written in its Weyl-ordered form without the
introduction of extra terms [5].
Inserting expansion (3.8) into eq. (2.12) we obtain the following expression for the one-
loop effective action corresponding to the real scalar field described by Lagrangian (2.7):
Γ[φ] = S[φ] +
1
2
∞∑
n=1
∫ n∏
i=1
{
dσ˜idξ˜i V˜W (σi, ξi)
}∫ ∞
Λ−2
dβ
e−βm2 (−β)n−1
(2 sinhωβ)d
K
(n)
β . (4.2)
The functions K
(n)
β can be read from expression (3.16). According to eq. (4.1) the Fourier
transform V˜W (·, ·) is given by
V˜W (σ, ξ) =
λ
3!
(2pi)d
[
δ(ξ −Θσ) F {φ2?} (σ) + δ(ξ + Θσ) F {φ2?} (σ)+
+ det−1(4piΘ) F{φ}(σ/2−Θ−1ξ/2) F{φ}(σ/2 + Θ−1ξ/2)] . (4.3)
The symbol F in expression (4.3) represents the Fourier transform as a function on Rd.
In expression (4.2) we have introduced an UV-cutoff Λ and we have removed the term
corresponding to n = 0 since it is a field-independent divergent quantity which represents
the infinite volume contribution. Note also that IR-divergencies in the effective action,
which would arise from integration at β →∞, are absent even in the massless case due to
the exponentially decreasing factor (sinhωβ)−d .
A term indexed by n in eq. (4.2) gives the contribution of the one-loop 2n-point
Green function to the effective action. In the next two sections we consider the terms
corresponding to n = 1 and n = 2 in order to study one-loop corrections to the propagator
and to the four-point function, respectively.
5 Two-point function
The contributions to the effective action which are quadratic in the field are given by the
term corresponding to n = 1 in eq. (4.2)
Γ(2)[φ] =
1
2
∫
R2d
dσ˜dξ˜ V˜W (σ, ξ)
∫ ∞
Λ−2
dβ
e−βm2
(2 sinhωβ)d
K
(1)
β (σ; ξ) , (5.1)
where
K
(1)
β (σ; ξ) = e
− 1
4ω tanhωβ
(ω2ξ2+σ2)
. (5.2)
It is now convenient to consider each three terms in the Fourier transform V˜W , given by
eq. (4.3), separately. The first two of them — which come from terms in VW that do not mix
left- and right-Moyal multiplication — correspond to the contributions of planar Feynman
diagrams. On the other hand, the third term in eq. (4.3) — which comes from the term in
VW that mixes left- and right-Moyal multiplication — corresponds to the contribution of
non-planar diagrams.
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5.1 Planar contributions
The contributions of the first two terms in (4.3) to expression (5.1) coincide. This is clear
from the fact that their only difference is the sign in the delta functions δ(ξ±Θσ) and that
K
(1)
β (σ; ξ) depends on ξ
2.
If we replace the first two terms of eq. (4.3) into eq. (5.1), the planar corrections Γ
(2)
P [φ]
to the quadratic effective action read
Γ
(2)
P [φ] =
λ
6
∫
Rd
dσ˜ F {φ2?} (σ) ∫ ∞
Λ−2
dβ
e−βm2
(2 sinhωβ)d
e
− 1
4ω tanhωβ
(1+ω2θ2)σ2
=
1
2
∫
Rd
dx Γ
(2)
P (x) ? φ(x) ? φ(x) , (5.3)
where
Γ
(2)
P (x) =
λ
3
{
ω
2pi(1 + ω2θ2)
}d/2 ∫ ∞
Λ−2
dβ
e−βm2
(sinh 2ωβ)d/2
e
−ω tanhωβ
1+ω2θ2
x2
. (5.4)
The function Γ
(2)
P (x) is UV-divergent due to the behavior of the integrand for small values
of β. In the translational invariant case, ω = 0, Γ
(2)
P (x) is x-independent and its divergence
is removed by the ordinary (θ-independent) mass renormalization. However, for ω 6= 0
the regularization of this divergence could also require frequency and field renormalization,
according to the dimension of spacetime.
Let us consider, for instance, the planar contributions on a two-dimensional spacetime.
For d = 2, expression (5.3) can be written as
Γ
(2)
P [φ] =
1
2
∫
R2
dx
{
M22 φ
2(x) + U2(x) ? φ(x) ? φ(x)
}
. (5.5)
As expected, expression (5.5) has only a logarithmic divergence [8], which is contained in
the mass term
M22 :=
λ
12pi(1 + ω2θ2)
log
(
Λ2/ω
)
+ (finite terms) . (5.6)
The background U2(x) is UV-finite and can be represented as
U2(x) :=
λ
12pi(1 + ω2θ2)
∫ 1
0
dt
t
(
1− t
1 + t
)m2/2ω {
e
− ω
1+ω2θ2
t x2 − 1
}
. (5.7)
This background behaves as ∼ x2 for small |x| so it contains a renormalization of the
frequency ω — depending on the choice of renormalization prescriptions — but which is
nevertheless finite. In particular, for the massless case we obtain
U2(x) = − λ
12pi(1 + ω2θ2)
{
Γ
(
0,
ω
1 + ω2θ2
x2
)
+ log
(
ω
1 + ω2θ2
x2
)
+ γ
}
(for m = 0) ,
(5.8)
where Γ(0, ·) is the incomplete gamma function and γ is Euler-Mascheroni constant.
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On the other hand, in higher dimensions the regularization of the quadratic effective
action requires mass, field and frequency renormalization. Indeed, for d = 4 expression (5.4)
takes the form
Γ
(2)
P (x) =
λ
48pi2
ω
(1 + ω2θ2)2
∫ 1
tanh ω
Λ2
dt
t2
(1− t)m
2
2ω
+1
(1 + t)
m2
2ω
−1
{
1− ω
1 + ω2θ2
t x2
}
+O(x4) , (5.9)
which diverges quadratically as Λ → ∞. The O(x4) term is UV-finite and positive. The
first term between curly braces in expression (5.9) is x-independent and is thus removed
by an UV-divergent mass counterterm proportional to Λ2, whereas the second term —
proportional to x2 — is logarithmically divergent and, when replaced in the second line of
expression (5.3), leads to field and frequency renormalization.6 After this replacement we
get for the field renormalization
Z = 1 +
λ
48pi2
ω2θ2
(1 + ω2θ2)3
[
log
(
Λ2/ω
)
+ (finite terms)
]
, (5.10)
where φren(x) = Z
−1/2 φ(x). In consequence, as opposed to the commutative case,7 the
field renormalization contains one-loop contributions. On the other hand, the same term
in eq. (5.9) gives for the renormalized frequency
ω2ren = ω
2
{
1− λ
48pi2
1− ω2θ2
(1 + ω2θ2)3
[
log
(
Λ2/ω
)
+ (finite terms)
]}
. (5.11)
Expression (5.11) indicates that for ωθ = 1 there is no (one-loop) frequency renormaliza-
tion. This is a consequence of the existence of a fixed point of the renormalization group,
due to its invariance under the Langman-Szabo duality [10]. Expressions (5.10) and (5.11)
coincide with the one-loop β- and γ-functions computed in [21].
5.2 Non-planar contribution
The contribution of the third term in eq. (4.3) to the one-loop quadratic effective action
reads
Γ
(2)
NP[φ] =
1
2
∫
R2d
dp˜dp˜′ φ˜(p)φ˜(p′) Γ(2)NP(p, p
′) , (5.12)
with
Γ
(2)
NP(p, p
′) =
λ
6
∫ ∞
0
dβ
(2 sinhωβ)d
e
−βm2− (p+p′)2+ω2θ2(p−p′)2
4ω tanhωβ
=
λ
12ω
Γ
(
d
2
+
m2
2ω
)
e−
1
4ω {(p+p′)2+ω2θ2(p−p′)2}
× U
(
d
2
+
m2
2ω
, d;
(p+ p′)2 + ω2θ2(p− p′)2
2ω
)
, (5.13)
6Note that
∫
dx {x2 ? φ ? φ} = ∫ dx {x2 φ2 + θ2(∂φ)2}.
7Note that, as expected, one-loop field renormalization vanishes for θ = 0 [20].
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Figure 1. Nonlocal background UNP(x, x
′) as a
function of x ∈ R2 for x′ = (10, 10) ∈ R2, λ = 1
and ω = 0.1 (
√
θ is taken as the unit length).
Figure 2. Nonlocal background UNP(x, x
′) as a
function of x ∈ R2 for x′ = (10, 10) ∈ R2, λ = 1
and ω = 1 (
√
θ is taken as the unit length).
where U is Kummer’s confluent hypergeometric function. The ω → 0 limit case of expres-
sion (5.13) gives
Γ
(2)
NP(p, p
′)→ λ
3
pi
d
2m
d
2
−1 Kd/2−1(2mθ|p|)
(θ|p|) d2−1
δ(p+ p′) (5.14)
— where K is the modified Bessel function — which shows that, for ω = 0, the non-planar
correction to the propagator diverges for small incoming momentum p (UV/IR mixing
problem [6]).
The non-planar contribution given by eq. (5.12) represents a finite nonlocal correction
to the background which can be written as
Γ
(2)
NP[φ] =
1
2
∫
R2d
dxdx′ φ(x)φ(x′) UNP(x, x′) , (5.15)
where the one-loop nonlocal background induced by the self-interaction is given by
UNP(x, x
′) =
λ
6
1
(4piθ)d
∫ ∞
0
dβ
e−βm2
(coshωβ)d
e−
tanhωβ
4ωθ2
[(x−x′)2+ω2θ2(x+x′)2] . (5.16)
For the particular case of a massless field (m = 0) in two-dimensions (d = 2) expres-
sion (5.16) reads
UNP(x, x
′) =
λ
24pi2
(
1− e− 14ωθ2 [(x−x′)2+ω2θ2(x+x′)2]
)
[(x− x′)2 + ω2θ2(x+ x′)2] . (5.17)
In figures 1 and 2 we display UNP(x, x
′) as a function of x ∈ R2 for two different values of
ωθ. For small values of ωθ the nonlocal background gets sharply peaked around x = x′,
depending strongly on the distance |x − x′| (figure 1). On the other hand, close to the
self-dual point, where ωθ = 1, the background depends separately on |x| and |x′|, repelling
the field away from the origin (figure 2). Finally, as ωθ increases the function UNP gets
concentrated around x = −x′.
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6 Four-point function
In this section we study the renormalization of the coupling constant λ. In order to do
that, we consider the divergencies of the four-point function, which is given by the term
corresponding to n = 2 in formula (4.2),
Γ(4)[φ] = −1
2
∫
dσ˜1dσ˜2dξ˜1dξ˜2 V˜W (σ1, ξ1) V˜W (σ2, ξ2)
∫ ∞
Λ−2
dβ β
e−βm2
(2 sinhωβ)d
K
(2)
β . (6.1)
The divergence of this expression as Λ → ∞ comes from the leading term of K(2)β in a
small-β expansion. This expansion is readily obtained from eq. (3.16)
K
(2)
β (σ1, σ2; ξ1, ξ2) ∼ e
− 1
4ω2β
{ω2(ξ1+ξ2)2+(σ1+σ2)2}
∫ 1/2
−1/2
dt
(
1
2
− t
)
e−it (ξ1σ2−ξ2σ1) . (6.2)
This expression shows that upon integration ξ1, σ1 ∼
√
β, so we can replace expansion (6.2)
into (6.1) neglecting, to leading order in β, the contribution of the imaginary exponential.
Since the remaining factors depend only on the sums ξ1 + ξ2 and σ1 + σ2, the integrals
in (6.1) give the convolution of the Fourier transforms V˜W . As a consequence, in terms of
VW (x, p) the result reads
Γ(4)[φ] = −1
4
1
(2pi)d
∫
R2d
dxdp V 2W (x, p)
∫ ∞
Λ−2
dβ β e−βm
2
(
ωβ
sinhωβ
)d
e−βω
2x2−βp2 + . . .
(6.3)
where the dots represent sub-leading terms as β → 0. Note that as long as the integral
in phase space of V 2W (x, p) is finite, the exponentials can be removed and the integral in
β is finite as Λ → ∞. This is the case for non-planar contributions, which are given by
terms in V 2W (x, p) (see eq. (4.1)) that depend on both independent combinations (x+ Θp)
and (x − Θp). On the contrary, the term (φ2?(x − Θp))2 in V 2W (x, p) which depends only
on (x − Θp) would give a divergent phase space integral if the exponentials in (6.3) were
removed. In fact, the exponential exp (−βω2x2 − βp2) guarantees a finite integral along
the direction (x+ Θp); this integral provides an extra β−d/2 term which, for d ≥ 4, makes
this contribution UV-divergent. The same argument holds for the term (φ2?(x + Θp))
2
in V 2W (x, p). In consequence, the divergent contributions to the four-point function in d
dimensions can be read from
Γ(4)[φ] = −λ
2
72
1
(4pi)d/2
∫
Rd
dx
{
φ2?(x)
}2 ∫ ∞
Λ−2
dβ β1−
d
2
(
ωβ
sinhωβ
)d e−β(m2+ ω2x21+ω2θ2 )
(1 + ω2θ2)d/2
+ . . .
(6.4)
This expression is finite for d = 2 so it only involves a finite renormalization of the coupling
constant λ. On the contrary, for d ≥ 4, one-loop contributions to the four-point function
are divergent.
In the four-dimensional case the divergent contribution is x-independent and can there-
fore be removed by a coupling constant renormalization. Indeed, for d = 4 expression (6.4)
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can be written as
Γ(4)[φ] = − λ
2
1152pi2
1
(1 + ω2θ2)2
∫
R4
dx φ4?(x)
∫ ω−1
Λ−2
dβ
β
+ (finite terms) , (6.5)
from where the renormalized coupling constant results
λren = Z
2 λ
{
1− λ
48pi2
1
(1 + ω2θ2)2
[
log
(
Λ2/ω
)
+ (finite terms)
]}
. (6.6)
The corresponding β-function (see also eq. (5.10)) is thus given by
βλ := Λ ∂Λλ =
λ2ren
24pi2
(
1− θ2ω2ren
)
(1 + θ2ω2ren)
3 , (6.7)
which, as expected, vanishes at the self-dual point [21].
7 Degenerate case
To conclude, we show in this section how the WF works in the case of degenerate noncom-
mutativity. As an example, we consider four-dimensional Euclidean spacetime parame-
trized by coordinates (x¯, x) ∈ R4, where x¯ ∈ R2 are commuting coordinates and x ∈ R2
describes a two-dimensional Moyal space where noncommutativity is characterized by
Θ =
(
0 θ
−θ 0
)
, (7.1)
with θ ∈ R. Let us study a real scalar field φ(x¯, x) in this deformed spacetime with
Lagrangian
L = 1
2
(∂¯φ)2 +
1
2
(∂φ)2 +
m2
2
φ2 +
ω2
2
x2φ2 +
λ
4!
φ4? , (7.2)
where ∂¯ and ∂ are the two-dimensional gradients with respect to x¯ and x, respectively.
The ?-product in the quartic term is defined as in expression (2.1), for d = 2 and Θ given
by eq. (7.1), and therefore does not involve derivatives ∂¯ with respect to the commutative
coordinates x¯. For this reason, the Lagrangian includes a harmonic oscillator term which
only depends on the noncommutative coordinates x.
In order to determine the one-loop effective action, we proceed as in section 3 and
evaluate the heat-trace of the nonlocal operator
H := −∂¯2 − ∂2 +m2 + ω2x2 + V (x¯, x,−i∂) . (7.3)
Afterwards, the dependence of the Weyl symbol VW (x¯, x, p) of the operator V (x¯, x,−i∂)
with respect to the coordinates x, p ∈ R2 will take the form given by eq. (4.1).
The usual path integral representation for the heat-trace reads
Tr e−βH = e−βm
2N (β)
∫
R2
dx¯
∫
Dq¯DqDp e−S[q¯,q,p] e−β
∫ 1
0 dt VW , (7.4)
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where VW := VW (x¯+
√
β q¯(t),
√
β q(t), p(t)/
√
β). The point particle action can be separated
as S[q¯, q, p] = S¯[q¯] + S[q, p] with
S¯[q¯] := 1
4
∫ 1
0
dt ˙¯q2(t) , (7.5)
S[q, p] :=
∫ 1
0
dt
{
p(t)2 − ip(t)q˙(t) + ω2β2q(t)2} . (7.6)
Note that since VW does not depend on ∂¯, conjugate momenta p¯(t) have been integrated out
and the path integration in the commuting variables is performed only on trajectories q¯(t)
in configuration space. Trajectories q(t), p(t) satisfy periodic boundary conditions whereas
q¯(t) satisfies Dirichlet boundary conditions q¯(0) = q¯(1) = 0; the full trace is obtained8 after
integration in the variable x¯.
As in section 3, the trace can be written as an expectation value defined as a path
integral with measure given by the Gaussian actions (7.5) and (7.6),
Tr e−βH =
e−βm2
16piβ sinh2 ωβ
∫
R2
dx¯
〈
e−β
∫ 1
0 dt VW (x¯+
√
β q¯(t),
√
β q(t),p(t)/
√
β)
〉
. (7.7)
The normalization has been determined from the free case VW = 0. Next, we make an
expansion in powers of the Fourier transform V˜W ,
Tr e−βH =
pi
4
e−βm2
β sinh2 ωβ
∞∑
n=1
(−β)n
∫
R6
d˜¯σ1dσ˜1dξ˜1 . . .
∫
R6
d˜¯σnσ˜ndξ˜n×
× δ (σ¯1 + . . .+ σ¯n) V˜W (σ¯1, σ1, ξ1) . . . V˜W (σ¯n, σn, ξn)×K(n)β , (7.8)
where
K
(n)
β =
∫ 1
0
dt1 . . .
∫ tn−1
0
dtn
〈
ei
∫ 1
0 dt {kn(t)p(t)+jn(t)q(t)}
〉
periodic
〈
ei
∫ 1
0 dt j¯n(t)q¯(t)
〉
Dirichlet
(7.9)
and
kn(t) := β
− 1
2
n∑
i=1
δ(t− ti) ξi , jn(t) := β 12
n∑
i=1
δ(t− ti)σi , j¯n(t) := β 12
n∑
i=1
δ(t− ti) σ¯i .
(7.10)
In expression (7.8) we have removed the field independent term corresponding to n = 0.
The delta-function in the sum
∑
i σ¯i is a result of the integration in x¯. The expectation
value that determines K
(n)
β in eq. (7.9) has been separated into a path integration in phase
space q(t), p(t), with periodic boundary conditions, and a path integration over q¯(t), with
Dirichlet boundary conditions. The former has already been computed in section 3 in terms
8The use of periodic trajectories q¯(t) does not simplify the computation of the trace due to the existence
of a zero mode of the action (7.5) under these boundary conditions.
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of the Green functions for periodic boundary conditions. The result reads〈
ei
∫ 1
0 dt {kn(t)p(t)+jn(t)q(t)}
〉
periodic
= e
− 1
4ω tanhωβ
∑
i
(ω2ξ2i+σ
2
i ) ×
× e
− 1
2ω sinhωβ
∑
i<j
{cosh [ωβ(2|ti−tj |−1)] (ω2ξiξj+σiσj)+iω sinh [ωβ(2|ti−tj |−1)] (ξiσj−ξjσi)}
.
(7.11)
The expectation value with respect to trajectories in the commutative sector of spacetime
is in turn given by 〈
ei
∫ 1
0 dt j¯n(t)q¯(t)
〉
Dirichlet
= e
−β∑
i,j
g(ti,tj)σ¯iσ¯j
, (7.12)
where g(t, t′) is the Green function under Dirichlet boundary conditions9
g(t, t′) =
1
2
{
t(1− t′) + t′(1− t)− |t− t′|} . (7.13)
The indices in the sums of eqs. (7.11) and (7.12) take the values i, j = 1, . . . , n.
The contributions to the one-loop effective action which are quadratic in the field are
then given by the term corresponding to n = 1 in eq. (7.8)
Γ(2)[φ] =
1
32pi
∫
R4
dσ˜dξ˜ V˜W (0, σ, ξ)
∫ ∞
Λ−2
dβ
e−βm2
β sinh2 ωβ
K
(1)
β , (7.14)
where
K
(1)
β = e
− 1
4ω tanhωβ
(ω2ξ2+σ2)
. (7.15)
The planar contribution to the two-point function can be written as
Γ
(2)
P [φ] =
1
2
∫
R4
dx¯dx Γ
(2)
P (x) ? φ(x¯, x) ? φ(x¯, x) , (7.16)
where
Γ
(2)
P (x) =
λ
24pi2
ω
(1 + ω2θ2)
∫ ∞
Λ−2
dβ
β
e−βm2
sinh 2ωβ
e
−ω tanhωβ
1+ω2θ2
x2
. (7.17)
The result is similar to the one obtained for the planar contributions in the four-dimensional
non-degenerate case (see eqs. (5.4) and (5.9)): Γ
(2)
P (x) has an x-independent UV-divergence
proportional to Λ2, which is removed by mass renormalization, and a logarithmic diver-
gence, which is removed by the following field and frequency renormalization:
Z = 1 +
λ
48pi2
ω2θ2
(1 + ω2θ2)2
[
log
(
Λ2/ω
)
+ (finite terms)
]
, (7.18)
ω2ren = ω
2
{
1− λ
48pi2
1− ω2θ2
(1 + ω2θ2)2
[
log
(
Λ2/ω
)
+ (finite terms)
]}
. (7.19)
9That is, the kernel of the inverse of −∂2t with Dirichlet conditions at t = 0 and t = 1.
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Since two of the four coordinates commute, these expressions show an extra (1 + ω2θ2)
factor compared to eqs. (5.10) and (5.11). Note also that one-loop corrections to the kinetic
term only introduce divergencies in the noncommutative directions, i.e. 12(∂φ)
2, and not
in the derivatives with respect to the commutative variables 12(∂¯φ)
2. As a consequence,
one-loop divergencies are removed not only by the field renormalization Z but after the
introduction of a new parameter which takes this asymmetry between commutative and
noncommutative directions into account [22].
Finally, non-planar contributions, given by the third term in expression (4.3), read
Γ
(2)
NP[φ] =
1
2
∫
R6
dx¯dxdx′ φ(x¯, x)φ(x¯, x′) UNP(x, x′) , (7.20)
where
UNP(x, x
′) =
λ
384pi3
1
θ2
∫ ∞
Λ−2
dβ
β
e−βm2
cosh2 ωβ
e−
tanhωβ
4ωθ2
[(x−x′)2+ω2θ2(x+x′)2] . (7.21)
This result is to be compared with the background obtained in the non-degenerate case
(see eq. (5.16) for d = 4). As has already been shown, non-planar contributions in the
non-degenerate case are finite, regardless of the dimension of spacetime; however, in the
degenerate case the effective background UNP(x, x
′) given by eq. (7.21) has a logarithmic
UV-divergence
UNP(x, x
′) =
λ
384pi3
1
θ2
log Λ2/ω + (finite terms) . (7.22)
This type of divergence cannot be removed by any of the parameters in the Lagrangian (7.2).
As a consequence, one-loop renormalization in the degenerate case requires introducing the
new nonlocal interaction term
1
2
κ2
θ2
∫
R6
dx¯dxdx′ φ(x¯, x)φ(x¯, x′) , (7.23)
as described in [23]. The logarithmic divergence given by eq. (7.22), which is x-independent,
is therefore removed by a renormalization of the parameter κ. The β-functions derived from
eqs. (7.18), (7.19) and (7.22) are in complete agreement with the results of [22].
8 Conclusions
We have obtained a master formula — eq. (4.2) — for the one-loop effective action of
the GW model in d-dimensional Euclidean spacetime from which planar and non-planar
contributions to the n-point Green function can be readily computed. Note that the same
expression (4.2) can also be applied to self-interactions of the form λφN? by choosing the
appropriate V˜W (σ, ξ).
We studied 2-point and 4-point Green functions of the GW model, where non-planar
contributions are identified by the presence of both left- and right-Moyal multiplications
or, accordingly, by simultaneous factors depending on ξ ± Θσ in the products of V˜W .
From the planar contributions the appropriate β-functions were obtained. Finally, also
the case of degenerate noncommutativity was considered, where the need to introduce a
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new counterterm is made explicit and the existence of a fixed point of the renormalization
group is verified.
For the derivation of this master formula we needed to compute the heat-trace of the
nonlocal operator which gives the quantum fluctuations of the scalar field. Nevertheless,
we considered a more general class of nonlocal operators — eq. (3.1) — for which the use
of worldline techniques gives a representation of the heat-kernel in terms of path integrals
in the phase space of a point particle.
As it has been shown, the WF is particularly convenient to study nonlocal operators,
whose symbols are non-polynomial functions of momenta. Indeed, in path integration in
phase space, momenta are replaced by ordinary trajectories so non-standard dependence on
momenta appear, in this sense, in an equal footing with the dependence on the coordinates.
Therefore, we considered operators which are written as a quadratic expression in momenta
and coordinates plus an interaction term which is formally an arbitrary function of both of
them. For this class of nonlocal operators we computed the asymptotic expansion of the
heat-trace — eq. (3.8) — in powers of the proper time or, equivalently, in powers of this
nonlocal interaction term.
It is worth pointing out a remark regarding our use of periodic trajectories in the im-
plementation of the WF. It has been shown that, in ordinary commutative flat space, path
integrations in the worldline approach give the same result if performed using either peri-
odic or Dirichlet boundary conditions [24]; in fact, the effective Lagrangians differ in total
derivative terms but after integration in infinite spacetime one obtains an unambiguous
result for the effective action. In general, computations under periodic boundary condi-
tions are simplified by translation invariance; however, either under periodic or Dirichlet
conditions an integration in spacetime — in the “center of mass” zero mode or in the com-
mon intersection of the loops, respectively — has to be performed. On the other hand, for
field theories on curved spacetime the use of periodic trajectories might be misleading since
coordinate covariance is lost in the computation of local quantities [25]. In the case con-
sidered in this article one can check by explicit calculation that the same expression (3.8)
for the heat-trace would have been obtained — even though through a longer route —
if we integrated over trajectories satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions. However, the
use of periodic trajectories in the GW model is much more convenient not only because
of translation invariance (in the worldline) but also due to the presence of the harmonic
oscillator background which removes the zero mode (in target phase space) and thus avoids
the spacetime integration in the heat-trace calculation.
As regards the application of this expansion to the GW model, let us mention that one
could have considered, instead of the isotropic harmonic oscillator background ω2 x2 in the
nonlocal operator (3.1), a general quadratic form Mij xixj . After an appropriate rotation,
this background can be written as the sum of one-dimensional oscillators with frequencies
ωi, with i = 1, . . . , d. In this case, the same procedure of section 3 can be performed
to compute the heat-trace, the result being the same expression (3.8) with ω understood
as the diagonal matrix10 diag (ω1, . . . , ωd). This trivial generalization is necessary for the
10Of course, expressions such as (2 sinhωβ)d should be replaced by det{2 sinhωβ}.
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application to the GW model in the case in which the skew-symmetric matrix Θ — in
its 2 × 2 block-decomposition — is characterized by d/2 different parameters θn, with
n = 1, . . . , d/2 (see the discussion before eq. (2.2)). In this anisotropic model, the quadratic
background in the Lagrangian (2.7) is replaced by 12
∑
i ω
2
i x
2
i , where ω2n−1 = ω2n = Ω/θn
and Ω is a dimensionless parameter [8]. After this modification one can reproduce our
calculations and find, as in eq. (5.11), that the β-function corresponding to the interaction
with this background vanishes at Ω = 1. The explicit calculation also shows the importance
of the anisotropy of the background for removing UV-divergencies. In other words, this
anisotropy in the quadratic background cancels the anisotropy in the noncommutativity
parameters; otherwise, one-loop divergencies would not be cancelled, e.g., by the single
parameter Z in the field renormalization. Though seemingly trivial, this fact illustrates
a remarkable property of the GW model: not any confining background would give a
noncommutative renormalizable theory — free of UV/IR mixing — as one could have
naively expected.11
The WF has been successfully applied to a wide variety of field theories in ordinary
commutative space [1, 2], in particular to compute effective actions of spin 1 fields [26, 27],
where the simplifications afforded by worldline methods are particularly significant — both
in abelian and nonabelian gauge field theories (see e.g. [28–31]). In the last years several
NC gauge theories have been proposed but their renormalizability has not been proved
yet [32] mainly because the usual techniques to prove renormalization either break gauge
invariance or have to be adapted to nonlocal theories. A natural open question is whether
the procedure described in this article can be implemented to study Green functions in
these models. Research along this line is currently in progress. In point of fact, we consider
the phase space representation could be useful for studying other nonlocal theories (not
necessarily noncommutative) as well as higher-derivative field theories.
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A Mehler kernel
In order to illustrate how the WF can also be used for computing local heat-kernels, in this
appendix we compute the free propagator
∆(p, p′) :=
∫
R2d
dxdx′ e−ipx−ip
′x′ 〈x′|G−1|x〉 ; (A.1)
11On the other hand, it is the anisotropic oscillator background that maps to the kinetic term under the
Langmann-Szabo duality p↔ Θ−1 x.
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that is, the Fourier transform of the kernel of the inverse operator G−1 (see eq. (2.9)),
which satisfies
(−ω2∂2 +m2 + p2)∆(p, p′) = (2pi)d δ(p+ p′) . (A.2)
First, we express the inverse operator G−1 in terms of the heat-operator e−β G, so that
we can write
∆(p, p′) =
∫
R2d
dxdx′ e−ipx−ip
′x′
∫ ∞
0
dβ 〈x′|e−βG|x〉 . (A.3)
Next, we write a path integral representation of the heat-kernel
∆(p, p′) =
∫
R2d
dxdx′ e−ipx−ip
′x′ ×
×
∫ ∞
0
dβ e−βm
2
∫
Dq(t)Dp(t) e−
∫ β
0 dt{p2(t)−ip(t)q˙(t)+ω2q2(t)} . (A.4)
In the path integral of expression (A.4) trajectories p(t) do not satisfy any prescribed
boundary condition, whereas the trajectories q(t) satisfy q(0) = x and q(β) = x′. It is
convenient to perform the path integral on perturbations around the classical solutions
q0(t), p0(t), which are the trajectories that minimize the action
12
S0[q(t), p(t)] =
∫ β
0
dt
{
p2(t)− ip(t)q˙(t) + ω2q2(t)} (A.5)
with the aforementioned boundary conditions. These trajectories are given by
q0(t) =
1
sinh 2ωβ
[
x′ sinh 2ωt+ x sinh 2ω(β − t)] , (A.6)
p0(t) =
iω
sinh 2ωβ
[
x′ cosh 2ωt− x cosh 2ω(β − t)] . (A.7)
If we make the shift q(t) → q0(t) + q(t) and p(t) → p0(t) + p(t) in expression (A.4) we
obtain
∆(p, p′) =
∫ ∞
0
dβ e−βm
2
∫
R2d
dxdx′ e−ipx−ip
′x′ ×
× e− ω2 sinh 2ωβ{(x2+x′2) cosh 2ωβ−2xx′}
∫
Dq(t)Dp(t) e−
∫ β
0 dt{p2(t)−ip(t)q˙(t)+ω2q2(t)} .
(A.8)
The first exponential in the second line of eq. (A.8) is the exponential of the action at
the classical trajectories in phase space S0[q0(t), p0(t)] and the path integral in q(t), p(t)
represents the contribution of the quantum fluctuations. Note that the integral is now
performed on trajectories whose projection in configuration space satisfy the homogeneous
Dirichlet conditions q(0) = q(β) = 0. This path integral can be interpreted as the transition
amplitude at coinciding points x = x′ = 0 in Euclidean time β of a d-dimensional harmonic
12Note that we do not perform the scalings in p(t), q(t), t which were used in the text.
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oscillator. Therefore it can be computed from the explicit form of the eigenfunctions of the
harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian in terms of Hermite polynomials Hn(·). The result reads∫
Dq(t)Dp(t) e−
∫ β
0 dt{p2(t)−ip(t)q˙(t)+ω2q2(t)}
= 〈x′ = 0| e−β{−∂2+ω2x2} |x = 0〉
=
( ∞∑
n=0
e−2βω(n+
1
2
)
√
ω
2nn!
√
pi
H2n(0)
)d
=
(
ω
2pi sinh 2ωβ
)d/2
. (A.9)
Inserting eq. (A.9) into eq. (A.8) we finally obtain
∆(p, p′) =
(
2pi
ω
)d/2 ∫ ∞
0
dβ
e−βm2
(sinh 2ωβ)d/2
e
− 1
2ω sinh 2ωβ{(p2+p′2) cosh 2ωβ+2pp′} , (A.10)
that is the Mehler kernel in Fourier space [33].
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
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